In analogy to civil engineering, the "load-bearing walls" of a software system bear significant importance for software evolution. 
Introduction
"Load-bearing walls" of software have been advocated as the means to enable long-term development of software systems. Such "walls" are conventionally established in terms of software architecture, a design artifact which has been defined as the fundamental organization of a system embodied in its components, their relationships to each other and to the environment, and the principles guiding its design and evolution [7] .
However, we are dealing with man-made artifacts, not with ones that must obey the laws of nature. As a consequence, the developers cannot rely on physical properties of components but on specifications that emphasize the importance of some design decisions, hoping that this results in manifesting the fundamentals of the system. Once the system is implemented in full, the pieces of software bearing the load should be highlighted in the associated documentation and followed in subsequent versions as the software evolves. Moreover, if some of the load-bearing design decisions are later revisited, corresponding updates should be applied to all applications following the architecture.
Additional problems result from the fact that in many cases groups of components, as well as their intercomponent relations, are architecturally significant for systems, not plain components as such [2] . For instance, design patterns are reusable design decisions where a collection of objects cooperate in order to provide e.g. improved flexibility [3] . Similarly, specialization patterns of frameworks often require compatible extensions in different components. Architectural styles form yet another way to introduce similar intercomponent properties [16] . In general, such entities can be understood as fragments of designs that extend from one object to another and tie them together. In this paper, we will refer to all such techniques simply as patterns.
For using them in software evolution, patterns crosscutting several design elements should be identified, documented, and highlighted as the main architectural concepts. Unfortunately, the ways of highlighting patterns in software are restricted. At the level of lingua franca of software architecting, UML [17] , the designers can only indirectly mark applications of patterns, including the roles different objects play in it. Even this simple strategy may lead to problems in practice because diagrams tend to get more complex as the number of applied patterns increases, leading to further increase in the number of roles in them. Then, when the system evolves, the connection between the patterns and the actual system may become vague, resulting in difficulties when the patterns are revisited or an application accidentally disobeys them.
As a practical aid for the situation described above, we have developed a tool that enables associating pattern information and elements of UML models. In each such pattern, required UML model elements are grouped in a meaningful fashion, and the tool helps in instantiating and maintaining the pattern when needed. The process can be repeated, allowing the same (or similar) pattern to be used multiple times in a design, as well as the use of a number of different patterns.
The fact that these patterns can be handled at tool rather than UML diagram level allows the separation of two types of software evolution; that of the underlying patterns, and that of the designs that obey the architecture defined in terms of patterns but provide application specific augmentations. Moreover, the tool helps in repairing designs that do not comply with the selected patterns, at least to a modest degree. Thus, when pattern definitions are updated, the tool can detect violations, and even help in upgrading the applications in some cases. At the same time, the tool can detect architectural drift in the form of invalidated patterns.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces MADE, an experimental tool developed for studying the relation between individual applications and more stable elements they contain, documented in the form of patterns. Section 3 discusses the support that MADE provides for software evolution of patterns and applications derived using them. Section 4 presents an example on evolution using these two levels. Then, Section 5 discusses related work, and Section 6 finally concludes the paper.
MADE
MADE (Modeling and Architecting Design Environment) is a tool set intended for modeling systems relying on patterns. In the context of this paper, we will be studying structural properties only. Other aspects, such as e.g. behavioral properties of patterns, fall beyond the scope of this paper, but remain an interesting topic for future study.
Representing architectural rules as patterns
In our approach, patterns are used as primitives of software architectures [6] . Therefore, patterns should also reflect the properties commonly associated with architectural artifacts, and thus they should not evolve much. However, once a pattern is changed, associated upgrades should be made available to all the applications using the pattern.
In the context of this paper, patterns are treated as collections of roles and dependencies that apply to different roles. In a completed design, each role is played by a concrete design element (e.g. class, operation, or association), which lets us to model architectural properties of systems with them. The way different roles are connected to an application architecture defines how the associated pattern should be instantiated in this case. For instance, it is possible to require that a certain operation is a member function of a certain class, or that a certain association is always required between two class roles.
Figure 1. MVC architecture class roles
Patterns can be expressed as directed graphs, where the nodes correspond to design elements, and edges represent their dependencies. Figure 1 represents ModelView-Controller architectural style in which a model may have multiple views each attached to a view-specific controller class. For clarity, the graph in Figure 1 depicts only class roles. The fact that a single model may have multiple views is expressed with a special cardinality symbol (+). Cardinality defines the minimum and the maximum number of elements that can be cast in a single role with respect to its dependencies. Practical combinations are one to one (1), zero to one (?), one to infinity (+), and zero to infinity (*). If no cardinality symbol is attached to a role, the default cardinality is one to one.
The effect of cardinalities can be seen from the visualization of the example instantiation also included in Figure 1 . The role nodes are marked with white background color and the role instance nodes have darker background. The dashed arrows depict bindings between a role and its instance. When the Model role is bound to a concrete element, one is required to provide at least one class playing the View role. In the example, an instance of the Model role has been created and associated with two classes playing the View role. As the View role had the cardinality one to infinity (+), requiring at least one instance to be created, the task for creating more view elements is optional. However, cardinality one to one requires that each view must be associated with a controller. Thus the task to provide a controller class for the second instantiation of the View role is mandatory.
Tool support for patterns
The tool we have developed for assisting developers to manage all the different roles and constraints uses Rational Rose [13] as its front-end to UML, but relies on an in-house pattern engine called JavaFrames [4] for the management of patterns and their instantiations. In addition, a collection of software elements has been implemented for integrating these two tools in a smooth fashion [6] . As the result, Rose can be used for displaying diagrams and for application-specific extensions, whereas the pattern engine keeps track of the roles of patterns the different elements play in UML diagrams. In the case of a mismatch between a pattern definition and its instance, the engine also helps the user to repair the design, although in the current implementation we only provide support for some simple cases. In addition to the components, a pattern also includes a definition on the order in which the different roles must be instantiated. This is needed in order to ensure that e.g. class roles are bound before one can bind an association role referring to the class roles. Figure 2 shows MADE user interface, consisting of Rose and JavaFrames. The meanings of different fields of JavaFrames are the following. The left-most field (Architecture view) is dedicated for categorizing patterns and for selecting the pattern to be applied. The middle field (Pattern view) shows the roles of patterns already matched with the actual design. On the right-hand side, two more fields are included. One of them (Task view) contains a list of tasks that the user must complete when applying a pattern. The user is allowed to either create a new element or select one of the items that are already included in the model to be bound to the role a task represents in the Task View. The other field on the right hand side (Documentation view) is for task-specific user guidance. All messages are localized to use the terms of the actual design, not the terminology of the pattern. Therefore, it is easier for the developer to realize what should be done and why when composing the design.
Figure 2. MADE user interface
The foreseen scenario on tool usage has been that a senior architect lays out the patterns for a project, and they are applied by application engineers. This then allows junior engineers to act according to the patterns created by senior architects.
Creating patterns
The Pattern View (Figure 2 ) is used for both editing and instantiation of patterns. In Figure 3 , a sample pattern is opened into the Pattern View in editing mode. The tree view in the figure represents containment relationships of the roles, which automatically create implicit dependencies between the roles. It is also possible to define explicit dependencies between the roles. These kinds of explicit dependencies cannot be expressed as a tree view thus they have been depicted with arrows in the figure. Explicit and implicit dependencies define the order of modeling tasks introduced to the user. For instance, the dependencies and cardinalities of the sample pattern mandate that for each instance of Model role there has to be at least one instance of View role, and each instance of View role must be associated with an instance of Controller role (connected via an interface class).
Each role type (class role, operation role, etc.) can be associated with constraints selected from a role specific set of constraints. For instance, a navigability constraint can be set only for association ends, and inheritance constraint can be only attached to a class role. Moreover, some of the constraints are common for all types, like a naming constraint which requires that the name of an element bound to a role must conform to a particular convention given as a regular expression.
The sample pattern captures the structure of a single Model-View-Controller collaboration in the MVC++ architecture that is an essential part of the OMT++ development process [8] . The MVC++ architecture normally also has a main controller, which acts as facade between the model and sub-controllers, but this is omitted here for simplicity.
Model, View and Controller roles have the cardinalities shown in Figure 1 . In addition, ControllerIf role introduces an interface between View and Controller roles, thus making it possible to later replace the controller with a different implementation conforming to the same interface, if needed. As a result, a navigable
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Task View association is created from the controller to the view but the view has a reference to the controller only via the interface the controller implements.
Figure 3. Sample pattern
Each view can have operations belonging to one of three categories. First, manipulation methods capture user actions and typically delegate the captured action to a controller. Second, query methods are used by the controller for getting necessary additional information from the view before delegating the action. Third, feedback methods are called by the controller to inform user about the result of a user action. These method dependencies have been codified into the pattern in the following way. Each creation of a manipulation method invokes a task for the creation of an action method for a controller, which e.g. creates an optional task to create one or more feedback methods to inform about the results of the action.
Instantiating patterns in designs
In addition to maintaining the relationship between patterns and the actual design, the tool also helps in applying the patterns. This function has been considered important for the designer, as without guidance, it might be problematic to select the right roles for different patterns.
Internally, the instantiation of patterns relies on a list of patterns to be applied. Once a pattern is selected for instantiation from the list of patterns, it is translated into a task list. The list is then used to manage the instantiation process. The task list is customized to fit the particular design, i.e., names of the roles are taken from the design, not from the pattern. This eases application of patterns, as the user does not need to know all the roles of patterns but can use the concepts of the design.
Figures 4 and 5 depict a sample usage scenario. In Figure 4 , a developer has already provided a model and a view class. Next, the developer is assisted to provide an interface that the view uses to collaborate with a controller, which is yet to be provided at a later phase. The developer is informed in the Documentation View about the concrete view class the selected task deals with. After performing the task, the developer is asked either to generate a new element to be bound to the controller interface role, or to locate an existing element from the UML model. The developer selects the former choice and a new interface class is added into the UML model ( Figure 5 ). The interface class role is attached with a stereotype constraint demanding the class to have the stereotype «interface», which is reflected in the UML diagram with the appropriate icon.
While individual tasks of the task list are carried out, the tool enforces that pattern constraints are not violated. This is carried out by performing consistency checks on constraints defined by the applied patterns. For instance, if a developer accidentally deletes a required inheritance relation from a model, a new task telling about this constraint violation is introduced. This kind of simple violation of a constraint can be repaired automatically by performing the repair action of the associated constraint violation task. 
Cardinalities

Application specific modeling
When using MADE, skeletons of applications are developed using already existing patterns, following the instantiation process described above. Once the skeleton has been completed, the designers can move to application specific modeling phase, in which details of individual applications can be included.
As the tool has been designed with Rational Rose as its front-end to UML, it is possible to continue application specific modeling with it on top of the skeleton established with patterns. One can also introduce application specific patterns for some particular purpose, thus extending the area of applicability of the tool.
Supporting Evolution with MADE
A commonly accepted view is that when the architecture of a system changes, it should be regarded as a totally new system. A rationale for this view is that a completely different design is then used.
Figure 5. Pattern instantiation steps 2
However, with the option of separating application specifics and architecturally significant elements, as well as to handle architectural elements separately from one another, we can update also architectural issues. The approach introduced in this paper is based on separating the evolution of architectural and application-dependant level. The advocated approach is illustrated in Figure 6 . As can be seen from the figure, the application can experience evolution of its own, but once architecture, defined in the form of patterns, is upgraded, a new version of the application must also be composed, reflecting the upgraded patterns.
In the following, we give an overview how to accomplish the above goal with MADE.
Architecture-level evolution
Assuming that architecture never changes, patterns of MADE will remain unaltered. However, in many cases,
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updates are needed to the patterns for small details, such as adding a new role in a pattern to e.g. perform new monitoring or administrative tasks. In analogy to "loadbearing walls", we can allow decorative updates but not any major changes.
Figure 6. Application and architecture level evolution
The way we have designed MADE allows us to detect deviations from defined patterns. Once identified, they can be repaired. As MADE maintains the mapping between pattern roles and actual designs, it is possible to reflect the changes in patterns to the designs. In fact, in some cases the tool can even propose appropriate upgrades. Therefore, architecture-level evolution can also be supported in an automated fashion, at least in a restricted form. Figure 7 depicts the possible evolution paths for patterns defined using MADE. New patterns representing new architectural guidelines can be expressed whenever needed (paths starting from node b). Actual evolutionary changes are related to the modification of existing patterns (paths starting from node a). In the following we cover the most common evolution cases.
Figure 7. Evolution of patterns
The simplest form of evolution is when some constraint of a pattern is altered (path a.d.i) or a new constraint is added (path a.d.h). Then, MADE may even be able to repair the violation by itself. In some more complex cases, the tool is able to point out the problem, and ask the user to alter the design to follow upgraded architecture. In a sense, evolution is then local to the individual patterns, and provided tool support can manage this.
Another relatively simple category of evolution is constituted by evolving roles. For the majority of additive upgrades, one can simply add the new roles (path a.d.e) in MADE patterns, and let the included pattern engine guide the developer to repair the design. For the new roles added under an existing role, i.e. for addition of sub-roles, the order of introduction of tasks is implicit and based on the containment relationship. For the roles added to the root level of the pattern one may need to explicitly add new dependencies (path a.e.g) for getting the wanted ordering of modeling tasks. For the removal of roles, the situation is simpler, as then we can simply overlook issues related to the role. The deletion of roles causes automatically the deletion of the dependencies attached to the roles (path a.c.f).
When considering additions where a chain of roles linked via external dependencies is modified, the situation gets more complex, and requires more attention. MADE warns if such dependency chains are already established at instance level and will be broken due to changes. In this case, changes are not supported and have to be transformed into additive ones not breaking the dependency chains. If these kinds of changes cannot be avoided, the old pattern instances are invalidated, and the user is responsible for creating new bindings with the pattern engine. Therefore, it is advisable to have as small pattern units as possible. This leads to more localized changes, thus minimizing possible rework.
An interesting evolution type supported by MADE is the evolution by pattern specialization, which is not depicted in Figure 7 . It is especially usable in situations where both the old and the new version of a pattern are used simultaneously. Instead of modifying the pattern itself, additive changes can be implemented in a layered manned in another pattern by inheriting all the roles from the parent pattern and by adding new roles only to this specialized version. Now both patterns can be used at the same time without having any effect to the previously created pattern instances.
Application-level evolution
In the context of MADE, application-level evolution means that no pattern is modified, and that all the constraints are respected in the design. Apart from these issues, the developer is allowed to compose designs freely using Rose as such or the patterns defined for application specific purposes. Whenever architecture is updated, applications relying on it must be reworked to obey the newest version of the architecture. As this step is supported by MADE, it may be treated as a technical upgrade, where no new application features are introduced. This, however, is not a necessary restriction but rather an issue related to separation of concerns in the design.
Evolution Example
In the following, we introduce an example in which changes are made to the previously introduced MVC++ architecture. In the example, we show how a pattern is upgraded, and how this is propagated to a design relying on the pattern. The modified pattern introduces two new sub-roles under the package node (evolution path a.d.e in Figure  7 ), one for Serializer role and one for the dependency role visualizing the relationship between Model and Serializer roles. In addition to the new roles, Model role is enhanced with stereotype constraint requiring that the model is now marked with stereotype «persistent» (evolution path a.d.h in Figure 7 ).
Upgrading a pattern
Architectural upgrade at application level
Once a pattern has been upgraded, its instantiations need to be revisited in the actual design. This task is aided by MADE, as it keeps track of applications of patterns at the level of different roles. Figure 10 represents how the changed architectural rules are 
Figure 10. Applying upgraded rules
First, the tool informs about stereotype constraint violation. The pop-up menu of the violation task offers two options: either to show the source of the constraint violation, which would select the problematic UML element from the class diagram, or to automatically repair the violated constraint. A developer can handle this just by using the repair option provided by the task.
Second, the developer is guided to provide a new serializer class for the already created representative of the Model role. The developer manages this by performing the task and by selecting the choice for creating a new model element. Finally, the developer is asked to create a dependency between the previously created elements. The Documentation View shows the names of the concrete elements the dependency will be connected to.
Related Work
The work introduced in this paper is closely connected to approaches using abstraction hierarchies introduced in [1, 9] . In this work, however, we only use two levels, one for the underlying architecture and patterns associated with it and the other for applications. Despite of this small difference, there are several common properties. In particular, the expectations we have are similar to abstraction hierarchies, where lower levels are allowed to evolve separately from higher levels. While in principle we could also create a hierarchy where different patterns would be available at different levels, this remains a topic of future study.
In contrast to hierarchies, Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) initiative by OMG [11, 12] relies to two levels, similarly to the approach presented in this paper. In the context of MDA, these levels are referred to Platform Independent and Platform Specific Models (PIM and PSM respectively).
The purposes of these levels, however, are partly reversed when compared to our approach, with PIM aiming at the definition of applications disregarding the selected platform and PSM containing platform specifics. In the development process, PIM is transformed into a PSM by introducing more details of the underlying system. In other words, the application seems to be more generic than a particular implementation, whereas we used the underlying architecture as a starting point, and added application specifics on top of the architecture. Still, even if following MDA practices, the possibility to use patterns to represent design guidelines provides added value [10] .
In addition to the approach presented in this paper, also other mechanisms can be introduced to enforce architectural principles of a design. Probably the most promising approach is based on so-called profiles in UML, which can also be used to monitor obedience to architectural restrictions, as evidenced in [15] . Currently, we are working towards showing that in the context of UML one can treat patterns and UML profiles in a similar fashion, with some preliminary results already discussed in [14] .
Conclusions
This paper has introduced a UML-based way to separate the evolution of design primitives forming the "load-bearing" walls of a software system from application specifics. In our case, we used structural patterns to define software architecture, and used the patterns as the basis for the separation of architecture and application specifics. In addition to the fundamental concept, we also discussed a tool that has been designed to master the instantiation of design patterns in application architectures.
In addition to plain UML used in this paper, we have also studied an approach where several representations are used within a single pattern, allowing us to represent connections between e.g. features, UML models, and Java applications. Being able to support evolution in different domains using different representations would then be an important outcome, potentially supporting even more fine-grained levels of evolution in design. This, however, is yet another topic for further study, with some early results already published in [5] .
